Nonmalignant Respiratory Disease Mortality Among Woodworkers Participating in the American Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Study-II (CPS-II)
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Nonmalignant respiratory disease (NMRD) mortality was examined among woodworkers participating in the American Cancer Society’s CPS-II cohort study. During the 6-year prospective follow-up, there were 97 NMRD deaths among 11,541 men reporting employment in wood-related occupations and 1,338 NMRD deaths among 317,424 men reporting no exposure to wood dust or wood-related jobs. Relative risks, adjusted for age and smoking, were calculated using Poisson regression. A small excess of NMRD was observed among woodworkers. However, the relative risk was higher among woodworkers who did not report exposure to wood dust (RR = 1.52, 95% CI = 1.18–1.97) than those who did (RR = 1.27, 95% CI = 0.91–1.77), and no clear trend with duration of exposure was observed. An excess of NMRD was observed among woodworkers reporting exposure to asbestos (RR = 1.59, 95% CI = 0.85–2.96), as well as the small number of woodworkers reporting exposure to formaldehyde (RR = 1.95, 95% CI = 0.63–6.06), but men not reporting exposure to these substances also had an excess risk. Although limited by a short follow-up period and crude indicators of exposure, the strengths of this analysis were the ability to compare woodworkers to a similar, healthy population and to adjust for the effects of smoking. Cohort studies with better exposure information are needed to examine the role of occupational exposures among woodworkers in the etiology of respiratory disease. Am. J. Ind. Med. 34:238–243, 1998. © 1998 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Employment in wood-related industries has been associated with a variety of respiratory diseases, including bronchitis, asthma, extrinsic allergic alveolitis, and chronic airflow obstruction [Chan-Yeung and Malo, 1995]. The primary epidemiologic evidence has come from cross-sectional studies of workers in sawmills and furniture factories in which an increased prevalence of respiratory symptoms and decreased pulmonary function have been observed [Enarson and Chan-Yeung, 1990; Goldsmith and Shy, 1988; Demers et al., 1997a]. Extrinsic allergic alveolitis has been associated with exposure to molds and bacteria, but other respiratory health effects have generally been attributed to wood
dust exposure. However, the exposure assessment performed in these studies has been limited and some woodworkers may also have been exposed to other potential respiratory hazards either of human origin, such as formaldehyde and asbestos, or of natural origin, such as bioaerosols and the volatile components of wood.

In contrast to the results of cross-sectional studies, industry-based cohort studies of woodworkers have rather consistently observed standardized mortality rates that are less than or equal to that of the general population. For example, in a reanalysis of five cohorts of workers from wood-related industries, the standardized mortality ratio (SMR) for NMRD for all five cohorts combined was 0.81 (95% CI = 0.75–0.87) [Demers et al., 1995]. The SMRs for the participating cohorts ranged from 0.50, among the U.S. wood model makers, to 0.90, among the British furniture makers [Demers et al., 1997b; Acheson et al., 1984; Roscoe et al., 1992]. No association between wood dust and NMRD mortality was observed within any of the participating studies or in the pooled analyses [Demers et al., 1995, 1997b].

There are several potential explanations for this apparent discrepancy. It may be that many of the respiratory health effects reported are reversible, or at least are not serious enough to result in increased mortality. In addition, the diseases that are known to have serious long-term effects, such as extrinsic allergic alveolitis and asthma, may be rare enough among woodworkers that they do not affect mortality rates. There may also be selection against continued employment of workers with those conditions who enter the industry. Alternatively, it may be that the difference in the results is due to differences in study design. Specifically, the cross-sectional studies generally used other working populations as comparison groups, have adjusted for the effects of smoking, and have often excluded groups such as office workers from the “exposed” study group. The industry-based cohort studies conducted thus far have compared mortality among woodworkers to the general population and have generally had very little information regarding occupational exposures or smoking.

In 1982, the American Cancer Society initiated a large cohort study to identify risk factors for cancer in the United States, including occupational history, occupational exposures, and smoking. Participants were prospectively followed for mortality for 6 years. The objectives of the present analysis are to examine the risk of death due to NMRD among woodworkers who participated in the American Cancer Society study and to examine the role of exposure to wood dust, formaldehyde, and asbestos. The results of analyses examining the risk of cancer among woodworkers and other persons reporting exposure to wood dust are published in a separate paper [Stellman et al., 1998].

## POPULATION AND METHODS

Both the exposed and comparison populations for this analysis were drawn from participants in the American Cancer Society’s (ACS) Cancer Prevention Study — II (CPS-II), details of which have been previously reported [Stellman and Garfinkel, 1986; Stellman et al., 1988]. To summarize, in 1982 more than 77,000 volunteer “researchers” enrolled 509,000 men and 677,000 women in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. The study participants were friends, neighbors, or relatives of the volunteers. Enrollment was in family groups, with at least one person above the age of 45 in each family. All family members 30 years or older were asked to complete a four-page confidential questionnaire on history of cancer and other diseases; body weight and height; exercise; occupations and occupational exposures; and personal habits such as drinking, smoking, and diet.

Every second year, the volunteer “researchers” were given lists of persons whom they enrolled and asked to check whether they were alive or dead, and if dead, the date and place of death. Copies of death certificates were obtained from state health departments and coded to the 9th revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9). For about one-quarter of reported cancer deaths, inquiry was made through cancer registries, physicians, or hospitals to verify the primary site of diagnosis. The present analysis is restricted to male subjects who were traced through August, 1988 (maximum 72 months); for this group, follow-up was 98% complete.

Occupations and exposure were determined in separate questions [Stellman et al., 1988]. Occupation was ascertained via a combination of three questions: current occupation, last occupation if retired, and occupation held for the longest period of time. Exposure was reported via a check-off list of 12 distinct hazards that included, among others, asbestos, coal tar pitch or asphalt, coal or stone dust, formaldehyde, and ionizing radiation. Duration of each exposure was also requested.

The study population consisted of men who reported a wood-related occupation (e.g., carpenter; lumber worker; furniture maker, repairer, or finisher; logger; sawmill operative; woodworker; or woodcutter) as their current, last, or longest-held job. The comparison group consisted of persons who had not reported previous employment in a wood-related job and responded “no” to the wood dust exposure question. A second comparison group consisting of all men who had reported employment in “blue collar” occupations was also created. All persons who reported employment in occupational groups which were included under “precision production, craft, and repair” or “operators, fabricators, or laborers” under the International Standard Classification of Occupations [ILO, 1969] were included in this group. Wood dust was the primary exposure of
interest in this study, but two other exposures, asbestos and formaldehyde, which are often reported as being common among woodworkers, were also analyzed.

Six categories of respiratory disease were available in the CPS-II dataset: pneumonia and influenza (International Classification of Disease, 9th revision [ICD-9] codes 480–489), bronchitis (490–491), emphysema (492), asthma (493), chronic obstructive lung disease, not elsewhere classified (496), and all other respiratory disease (460–478, 494–495, 500–519). For the purposes of this analysis, a composite category was created to encompass the obstructive lung diseases: bronchitis, emphysema, asthma, and chronic obstructive lung disease, not elsewhere classified (490–493, 496). A similar categorization, chronic nonspecific lung disease, has been proposed and used elsewhere to examine occupational risk factors [Post et al., 1994; Sluiter et al., 1991].

The analysis was restricted to men for whom occupation and exposure data and smoking histories were available. An individual was considered at risk from September, 1982, through date of death or August, 1988. Persons with missing vital status were excluded from the analysis. Rate ratios (RRs) were calculated using maximum likelihood methods [Breslow and Day, 1987]. Approximate 95% confidence limits are reported, based on the standard error of the coefficients derived from the Poisson regression model. Poisson regression was also used to analyze the relation between respiratory disease risk and duration of wood dust exposure. All analyses were adjusted for age and smoking status using five age groups (30–49, 50–59, 60–69, 70–79, 80+) and four smoking categories (never, past, current, missing). In preliminary analyses, adjustment for age and smoking using more detailed classifications did not alter the estimates appreciably from those using less detailed classifications. All variables were treated in a categorical fashion. Poisson regression analyses were performed using EGRET statistical software (Statistics and Epidemiology Research, Seattle, WA).

Although this study was prospective in nature, the 6-year follow-up period is comparatively short. Chronic respiratory diseases may manifest itself many years before death occurs, creating the potential for differential recall of exposure among ill participants. A question regarding current health status (“Are you sick at the present time?”) was included as part of the study. The response to this query was strongly predictive of subsequent mortality. In order to assess the potential impact of health status at the time of the survey on the reporting of exposure, analyses were repeated after introduction of an indicator variable (1 = yes, 0 = otherwise) based on the response to this question.

**RESULTS**

A total of 11,541 men reported having worked in wood-related occupations. This group contributed 65,487 person-years of follow-up, with 1,271 deaths observed. The reference population (“non-woodworkers”) consisted of 317,424 men who reported neither working in a wood-related occupation nor exposure to wood dust; this group contributed 1,839,274 person-years with 22,994 deaths observed. Table I presents the total number of deaths and the number of deaths due to respiratory disease among the woodworkers and the reference group, as well as the rate ratios derived from the Poisson regression models. A small excess of deaths due to all causes was observed among the woodworkers (RR = 1.17, 95% CI = 1.11–1.24). A somewhat larger excess of NMRD was observed (RR = 1.42, 95% CI = 1.15–1.74) and the RRs for all specific respiratory disease categories were elevated, with the exception of bronchitis. However, mortality due to all causes (RR = 1.06, 95% CI = 0.99–1.12) and NMRD (RR = 1.15, 95% CI = 0.91–1.44) among woodworkers was only slightly elevated when compared to mortality among other “blue collar” workers. In the blue collar comparison, the risk for obstructive lung disease (RR = 1.24, 95% CI = 0.90–1.70) and other respiratory diseases (RR = 1.15, 95% CI = 0.67–1.96) remained somewhat elevated, while no excess of pneumonia and influenza (RR = 1.00, 95% CI = 0.65–1.54) was observed. Only two fatal cases of asthma were observed, while no fatal cases of bronchitis occurred during the follow-up period.

**TABLE I. Non-Malignant Respiratory Disease Mortality Among Woodworkers; American Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Study II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of death (ICD-9 codes)</th>
<th>Observed deaths</th>
<th>Woodworkers</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>RR* (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All causes</td>
<td>1,271</td>
<td>22,994</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>(1.11–1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All respiratory disease</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1,338</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>(1.15–1.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia, influenza (480–489)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>(0.88–1.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstructive lung disease (490–493, 496)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>(1.09–1.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchitis (490–491)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphysema (492)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>(1.09–3.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma (493)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>(0.49–8.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive lung disease, not otherwise classified (496)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>(1.00–1.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other respiratory (460–468, 494, 495, 500–519)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>(0.95–2.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Relative risk and confidence intervals are derived from Poisson regression and are adjusted for age and smoking status. The reference population is composed of 317,424 male study participants who did not report employment in a wood occupation or regular exposure to wood dust.
Table II presents the RRs for the major respiratory disease categories for woodworkers according to self-reported exposure to wood dust, asbestos, or formaldehyde; all comparisons utilize the common reference population of non-exposed/non-woodworkers. Fifty-five percent (n = 6,319) of the woodworkers reported being regularly exposed to wood dust. Thirteen percent (n = 1,480) reported exposure to asbestos, while only 3.3% (n = 387) reported exposure to formaldehyde. There was some overlap in exposures; 1,194 woodworkers (10%) reported both wood dust and asbestos exposure and 305 (2.6%) woodworkers reported both wood dust and formaldehyde exposure, but only 151 (1.3%) woodworkers reported exposure to all three.

The RR for all respiratory disease was higher among woodworkers who did not report exposure to wood dust (RR = 1.52, 95% CI = 1.18–1.97) than those who did (RR = 1.27, 95% CI = 0.91–1.77) and wood dust exposure did not appear to be associated with any of the respiratory disease categories. While the risk for obstructive lung disease was similar in the two groups, the RR for the unexposed group was higher for pneumonia and influenza and much higher for other respiratory disease.

An excess of respiratory disease was observed among woodworkers reporting exposure to asbestos (RR = 1.59, 95% CI = 0.85–2.96), as well as among those not reporting exposure to asbestos (RR = 1.43, 95% CI = 1.15–1.77). The risk of both obstructive lung disease and “other” respiratory disease (the category which includes asbestosis) was higher among the asbestos-exposed, but the RRs were based on a small number of exposed cases. An excess of respiratory disease was observed among woodworkers reporting exposure to formaldehyde (RR = 1.95, 95% CI = 0.63–6.06), and was also elevated among those not reporting exposure to formaldehyde (RR = 1.42, 95% CI = 1.15–1.75), but only three respiratory disease deaths were observed among the formaldehyde-exposed workers, making interpretation of the more specific disease categories difficult.

Table III presents RRs by duration of wood dust exposure. Duration of exposure information was missing for approximately 11% of woodworkers who reported exposure. No clear associations with duration of wood dust exposure were apparent, although the risk for respiratory disease was elevated in the longest duration category (RR = 1.37, 95% CI = 0.92–2.06). Due to the correlation between age and duration, the majority of cases were observed in the longest duration category. The small number of pneumonia and influenza and “other” respiratory disease deaths observed precluded examination of RRs by duration of exposure. Analyses by duration of asbestos and formaldehyde exposure could not be carried out for the same reason. Of the ten woodworkers who reported asbestos exposure and who died of respiratory disease, five reported 20 or more years of exposure, one reported 10–19 years, one reported <10 years, and three did not supply this information. Of the three
Approximately 55% of respiratory disease cases among woodworkers occurred among persons who reported that they were sick at the time of interview. The addition of an indicator variable for health status into the models from which the RRs in Tables I and II were derived resulted in a small (less than 10%), but generally consistent reduction in risk. For example, the RR for obstructive lung disease among woodworkers decreased from 1.45 to 1.40 for exposure and one did not supply duration information.

DISCUSSION

In this study, a small (40%) excess in overall respiratory disease mortality was observed among woodworkers. Excesses of similar magnitude were observed for all major categories of respiratory disease examined. In an analysis of mortality among workers who participated in the first Cancer Prevention Study of the American Cancer Society (1960–72), small excesses were observed for emphysema (SMR = 110) and pneumonia (SMR = 145), but the results regarding other NMRD were not reported [Stellman and Garfinkel 1984]. One other community-based study, the Zutphen study [Post et al., 1994], also found a 30–40% excess risk of obstructive lung disease among wood dust exposed workers. Exposure in the Zutphen study was defined using a job-exposure matrix based on job titles.

There are a number of possible reasons that an excess of NMRD has not been observed in industry-based cohort studies. Inclusion of unexposed workers in the study populations of the industry-based studies may be responsible for lower observed risks compared with community-based studies. In addition, all the industry-based studies published thus far have used comparisons with the general population, and the “healthy worker effect” may be particularly strong in respect to respiratory diseases. However, when comparisons were made with blue collar workers in the present study, the relative risks decreased, although smaller excesses of obstructive lung disease and “other” respiratory disease remained. This may be due to some unmeasured confounder associated with class, but the blue-collar workers also have the highest likelihood of exposure to other respiratory hazards, so that they may be over-matched to the study population. All analyses in this article were smoking-adjusted but, in fact, smoking was only a very weak confounder. Although other cohort studies have lacked smoking data, it has been speculated that woodworkers may smoke less than other blue collar populations because of the fire hazard posed by wood dust and subsequent restrictions on smoking in the workplace.

Recall bias was possible in this study due to the short length of follow-up. Adjustment for health status at time of interview did indicate that a bias may have been present which could result in a small overestimate of relative risk. However, this interpretation may be spurious if woodworking is indeed associated with an increased risk of disease (i.e., current health status may be in the causal pathway rather than an indicator of recall bias). In addition, if a strong recall bias was present, one might have expected to see a stronger association with occupational exposures (such as asbestos, a well-recognized hazard). The information regarding specific exposures was self-reported, based on a checklist. Although this may represent an improvement over job title alone, the validity and reliability of data obtained in this manner may be low due to selective recall or differences in each individual’s criterion for what constitutes exposure. For example, it might come as a surprise that only 55% of woodworkers reported regular exposure to wood dust. Individuals reporting exposure to wood dust were younger (57.2 years) than those not reporting exposure (61.6 years), indicating the possibility that the criteria for self-assessed exposure might vary with age; however, the age and smoking-adjusted all cause mortality among individuals reporting and not reporting exposure to wood dust was similar. This study was also limited by the lack of detailed job descriptions or a complete work history.

The excess of respiratory disease mortality observed in this study was not clearly associated with exposure to wood dust.

### TABLE III. Non-Malignant Respiratory Disease Mortality Among Woodworkers by Duration (Years) of Wood Dust Exposure*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of death</th>
<th>Less than 10 years</th>
<th>10 to 19 years</th>
<th>20 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All causes</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>Observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All respiratory disease</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.87 (0.28–2.71)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstructive lung disease</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.62 (0.52–5.02)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Relative risk and confidence intervals are derived from Poisson regression and are adjusted for age and smoking status. The reference population is composed of 317,424 male study participants who did not report employment in a wood occupation or regular exposure to wood dust.
dust, formaldehyde, or asbestos. This lack of association may have been due to a number of factors. First, it may be that the exposures actually responsible for the excess have not been measured. For example, the excess of NMRD may have been due to exposure to bioaerosols, wood volatiles, or only to certain types of woods. It may also be that the excess is only associated with high exposures, and that duration is an inadequate surrogate for dose. The crude indicators of exposure used may have obscured the relationship due to misclassification.

In conclusion, this study did observe a clear excess of NMRD mortality among woodworkers. The excess did not appear to be closely related to either wood dust, asbestos, or formaldehyde exposure, as ascertained by self-report. However, some associations may have been obscured due to misclassification of exposure. Although limited by a short follow-up period and crude indicators of exposure, the strengths of this analysis were the ability to compare woodworkers to a similar, healthy population, to examine the risks associated with self-reported exposures, and to adjust for the effects of smoking. Cohort studies with better exposure information are needed to examine the role of wood dust and other exposures in the etiology of chronic respiratory disease among woodworkers.
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